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CHICO AREA FLYFISHERS

CAF Secretary Minutes 
June 2nd, 2014
 Those present: Eric, Terry, Dana, 
Steve, Larry, Don and Pat and Jessica 
Wilkerson.
Secretary’s report by Pat Sleeper for  
Lincoln Gray: M/S/P Terry and Dana
Treasurer’s report by Don Sleeper: 
M/S/P Terry and Dana
V.P report by Pat Sleeper Jon Biocchi 
will be speaking and Ray Narbaitz will 
be tying at the Sep 11, Thursday, 2014 
meeting at the CARD center at 6:30.
Hogan will be speaking and tying at the 
Oct 8th meeting.
We have a new Youth Group coordi-
nator: Jessica Wilkerson. M/S/P Larry/
Pat
other discussions on river flows.
respectfully submitted,
Pat Sleeper

Location: CARD Center - 545 Vallombrosa Avenue - Chico Meeting, cookies 
and beverage free to all.

Jon Baiocchi, owner-Baiocchi’s Troutfitters 

 Jon’s been fly fishing and tying flies since 
1972 and is a California licensed fly fishing 
guide, published author, educator, innova-
tive tier, and public speaker giving fly fishing 
presentations to clubs and expos across the 
state of California. His Dad, Bob Baiocchi, was 
inducted into the Federation of Fly Fishers Hall 
of Fame in 1999 and was a major influence 
in helping Jon hone his fly fishing skills at a 
very early age. Jon now owns and operates 
Baiocchi’s Troutfitters guide service In Northern 
California where he has been guiding for the 
last 18 years. He has a reputation as a hard 
working guide that’s been trained by some of fly fishing’s best known anglers. 
His enthusiasm for the sport is contagious and combined with his simple 
approach to teaching gives students the skills needed to be successful. Moved 
by all things flora and fauna his passion for such is never ending. His loca-
tions for guiding include Lake Davis, the Wild & Scenic Middle Fork Feather 
River, Frenchman’s Reservoir, Eagle Lake, the North Fork Yuba River, The Big 
& Little Truckee Rivers, The Lower Yuba, and many secluded creeks in Eastern 
Plumas Co.  Jon’s philosophy on fly fishing is to keep it simple, be confident 
in your presentation, and have fun!  His favorite game is stalking and sight 
fishing to large trout in shallow water whether it is a river or a still water. 

President’s Line
  The word of the day is dry, dry, dry. I was reading the CalTrout newsletter and it was about 

the effect of drought on fish. What struck me the most was the need to avoid stressing fish when 
the weather gets warmer and the water gets warm. A few things to remember. First, use a little 
heavier tippet. You are going to probably catch fewer fish, but you can land them faster and not 
stress them as much. Secondly, keep them in the water. That means both when you are trying to 
get the hook out (barbless makes it easier) and avoiding the “hero” shots. You really can take 
pictures of fish still in the water. There have been studies about how having fish out of the water 

increases the mortality exponentially the longer they are exposed to air. Streams are low and going to get lower. According to 
some reports, the hatches are early by maybe a month meaning the forage base is going to get thin. The good news is that the 
lakes, particularly the higher lakes are in better shape.
 Which brings me to the most important part as president, getting members to participate more. The lakes are going to be 
the best fishing through the fall and at our September meeting we are going to have Jon Baiocchi who guides on Davis Lake, 
which can be great in the fall. Please join us. The day of the meeting is going to be different this month. We will be meeting on 
Thursday, Sept. 11, rather than out usual 2nd Wednesday. We also need to start thinking about officers and board members for 
next year with nominations in October. We always need new blood on the board. 
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Friends of Butte Creek is proud to announce the First Annual Rivers Matinee as
part of the Wild and Scenic Film Festival on Tour. One showing of seven fish/restoration and dam removal
focused films will happen at the Pageant Theater, 1:00 PM, Saturday September 13 as part of the all day
Film Festival.  In addition to films focused on restoring streams and habitat, there is an edge of your seat
flyfishing film and the feature presentation of DamNation. Tickets are available for the showing at Pure Skin,
136 W. 3rd St., Chico Natural Foods, online at www.buttecreek.brownpapertickets.com or at the orange tent at
the Saturday Farmer’s Market. Tickets are only $10 and all ages are welcome. Seating is limited so buy early.

Sacred Headwaters
A multimedia piece featuring National Geographic Explorer-in-Residence Wade
Davis and photographer Paul Colangelo on the fate of the Sacred Headwaters in
northern Canada. In a remote corner of northern British Columbia lies the Sacred
Headwaters, a vast alpine basin that is the shared birthplace of  the Skeena, Nass
and Stikine Rivers. Royal Dutch Shell wants to drill more than 1,000 coalbed
methane gas wells in the Sacred Headwaters, threatening communities, wildlife
and wild salmon.

Fall Run
“Fall Run” is the ultimate Pacific Northwest steelhead adventure. This is the true
story every angler dreams about retelling around the campfire forever. Hooking
and landing a steelhead on a f ly is not easy. It is arguably the most difficult type of
fly fishing in the world, especially with the challenges of Mother Nature’s moods.

DamNation
Join us for the premier showing of Damnation in the North State. This powerful film odyssey across
America explores the sea change in our national attitude from pride in big dams as engineering
wonders to the growing awareness that our own future is bound to the life and health of our rivers.
Dam removal has moved beyond the fictional Monkey Wrench Gang to go mainstream. Where
obsolete dams come down, rivers bound back to life, giving salmon and other wild fish the right of
return to primeval spawning grounds, after decades without access. DamNation’s majestic
cinematography and unexpected discoveries move through rivers and landscapes altered by dams,
but also through a metamorphosis in values, from conquest of the natural world to knowing
ourselves as part of nature.

Thanks to Our Local Sponsors and Supporters
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On the Road Again,
by Don and Pat Sleeper

 We started our road trip in Idaho at Pat cousins and it was fun. They 
stocked their lake 5 years ago with rainbows. I asked Pat’s cousin what kind of 
rainbows did you stock, their simple answer was farm trout. Well these farm 
trout are now 18 to 24 inches. They bite on everything, and they were jumpers.
 After a couple of days we headed for Leighten Lake B.C. it’s about an 16 
hour drive from Chico, south of Kamloops. We have fished this lake for the last 
8 years. Last year B.C. Fish and Game planted 30 thousand tripod Kamloops 
rainbow in this lake. My favorite fly that worked was the Carrie special. 
 Then finally this summer we ended up at the Hex hatch at Lake Almanor 
and we hit it very good. Pat caught the biggest rainbow she has every taken 
from the Almanor area. The 6lb rainbow took a surface Hex at 9:30 p.m., very 
dark.
 At the end of July, we also managed to fish with Hogan Brown on the 
Lower Sac for stripers less that 10 miles from Chico. Hogan really provides a 
good outing, we landed 10 small stripers and they were fun. His knowledge of 
striper fishing is outstanding.

 

A nice farm trout from Idaho..

An very nice Kamloops Rainbow

Karen with a nice Kamloops Ranbow

 Nice bass at a local bass pond.

Paul Sleeper with some nice 
fish at a local bass pond.

Big Fish

And Pat with her very nice Lake 
Almanor rainbow

Hayden Hinkle with a nice bass from a local 
bass pond.



Chico Area Flyfisher’s Fishout Schedule 2014
 This is where you can locate future outings that Chico Area Flyfisher’s provide to its Membership. These Club Fishouts are 
designed to give fly fishers the best opportunity to catch fish and enjoy the outdoors. Our Club has many accomplished anglers who 
are willing to share their skills with others and you are only limited by willingness to become involved. From selecting promising 
locations and time, to helping those members new to the sport, we try to make these trips fun, exciting and successful. 
 We are also looking for additional fishout leaders. If you have one of those favorite spots that you don’t mind sharing 
with others and would like to lead your fellow CAF members for a day of fishing fun, and fellowship please contact Don 
Sleeper or Eric See.
This schedule may change depending on the fish bite or weather conditions.

Date Location Fishout Leader
Oct 1st Pyramid Lake Don Sleeper 
Nov   Eagle Lake Open
Nov  Big Chico Creek Eric See
 Other ideas: Floating Indicator Clinic, Float Tube Clinic, Fly Casting Clinic, Yuba River, Fort Bragg area Surf Fly fishing---
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CAF General Meeting Speaker List 2014
 
 CAF meets monthly and presents a variety of exciting flyfishing-related programs throughout the year. The meet¬ings 
also include monthly fly tying demonstrations, raffle prizes, refreshments, and the very best info and lies about Northern 
California Flyfishing. Meetings are held on the second Wednesday of the month. Fly tying begins at 6:30pm - general 
meeting begins at 7:30pm.
 Location: CARD Center - 545 Vallombrosa Avenue - Chico, California, 95926. We look forward to see you at our next 
meeting!

Date Speaker Program
Sep 11, (Thur) Jon Baiocchi Davis Lake
Oct 8, (Wed) Hogan Brown Lower, Lower Sac. river
Nov 12 (Wed) Henry Lomeli   (TBA)
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Fly of the Month for 
Sept 2014
Two Bit Hooker

By: Ray Narbaitz
 Come On!!! You didn’t really think I would be able to resist a fly 
called a Two Bit Hooker did you? After I got out of my juvenile mode 
of thinking, I discovered it is called that because it uses two beads, 
and is meant to hook fish. Not nearly as much fun, but perhaps more 
suited to the mission of the Fly of the Month.
 The fly is from the vise of the great Charlie Craven, and reminds 
one of two other outstanding Mayfly Nymphs, Lance Gray’s X-May 
and Mike Mercer’s Micro Mayfly.
 One thing that all three try to do is to have the abdomen be as 
small in diameter as possible. After that, there are some similari-
ties, but each has its own style. The X-May looks, in many ways, 
much like the Micro May. However, it is a lot easier to tie, and fishes 
extremely well. 
 The original Micro May was tied with an oversized bead. It was 
meant to get a small fly down in a hurry. Since then, most of them 
are tied with a bead more in proportion to the size of the fly. How-
ever, it was that oversized bead of the original that bothered Craven. 
He admitted that he fished the fly a lot, and had a lot of success with 
it. In fact, he still fishes it on occasion, but feels that his hooker is 
more pleasing to the eye, and also catches a lot of fish. His solution 
to the problem was two beads.
 Before we tie the fly, a quick note about the hook he recom-
mends. It is a TMC 921, which is a two extra short, down eye nymph 
hook. It is a really good hook, but not one the average tier usually 
has in his or her tying box. While I haven’t checked with Mr. Craven, 
my feeling is that it would be just fine on other hooks like the 3769, 
or if you want to stay with the two extra short hook, the 2488, either 
in the standard or heavy model. I guess my point is that most of the 
time things like the hook, or the manufacturer of the tying thread is 
not all that important. The vast majority of the time, close is close 
enough.

Hook: See above, 14 to 18 (In the picture I used a 2488)
Beads: 2.0mm Tungsten, two of them
Thread: 8/0 is OK, 10 to 14/0 is better, color to match natural
Tail: Mottled Hen Saddle Barbs
Abdomen: Tying Thread
Rib: Black thread, finer that the thread used for the Abdomen
Wing Case: Opal Mirage Tinsel, but I used Holo Tinsel
Thorax: Super Fine color to match thread of Abdomen
Legs: Mottled Hen Saddle Feathers
Coating: Five Minute Epoxy

1. Debarb the hook, and slide on both beads. Leave them up by the 
eye of the hook for now.

2. Start your thread, and wrap it back to the bend of the hook.
3. Tie in four or five fibers of the Hen Hackle for the tail, making it 

about one half the length of the hook.
4. Wrap the thread back toward the beads, over the butt ends of the 

feathers as smoothly as possible, and stop just short of the back 
bead.

5. Wrap your thread back to the tie in of the tail, and tie in the 
thin, black thread.

6. Again, making it as smooth as possible, wrap your thread back 
to the bead, building in a slight taper for the Abdomen.

7. Spiral wrap the black thread for the ribbing up to the tying 
thread and tie it off. Clip the excess of the Ribbing.

8. Wind your tying thread back over the Abdomen to about the 
50/50 point of the shank of the hook, and tie in your Wing 
Case material. Keep it directly on top of the fly.

9. Dub a VERY THIN noodle of the Superfine and wrap a ball 
forward to just barely short of the back bead. Separate the two 
beads, and wrap the dubbing under the first bead, and make 
another ball of dubbing between the two beads. You want the 
two balls of dubbing to be just about the same diameter as the 
beads.

10. Pull off a sheet of fibers from the Mottled Hen Hackle, keeping 
the tips even. You can either tie in the legs one at a time on 
either side, or separate the sheet of feathers with your scissors, 
and tie them in on either side of the fly at the same time. Tie 
them in right in back of the bead at the head of the fly, and just 
before the ball of dubbing between the beads. Tie them in so 
the tips reach back to about the hook point. Cut off the excess 
feather as close to the bead as you can.

11. Pull the Wing Case over the top of the back bead, and between 
the legs. Pull it tight, and wrap it down right behind the front 
bead with a couple of turns. Fold it back over itself and use two 
more turns to tie it down, thus locking it in. 

12. Whip finish your thread right behind the front bead, and clip it 
off.

13. Cut the Wing Case Material off as close as you can.
14. Using five minute epoxy, coat the top of the fly. Start at the top 

of the front bead, and bring it back over the wing case, the 
back bead, and the back of the fly, to the bend of the hook. 
Keep the epoxy on the top of the fly, and not the sides.

15. Go fish.
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Chico Fly Shop Fish First
Chico, CA  Chico, CA
(530) 345-9983  (530) 343-8300

Sierra Stream & Mountain
Chico, CA
(530-345-4261

BOARD MEMBERS

President:
Larry Willis................................520-8556

Vice President
Pat Sleeper................................345-1197

Secretary:
Lincoln Gray..............................345-4261

Treasurer:
Don Sleeper ..............................345-1197

Board Members:
Eric See ....................................899-1918
Scott Joyce ...............................899-8500
Dana Miller ...............................570-1184
Lance Gray ...............................517-2204
Dennis Boyd .............................891-5760
Dave Mckinney .........................570-1342

Youth Group Coordinator:
Jessica Wilkerson ...................................

Past President:
David McKinney........................570-1342

Committee Chairpersons:
Fish Master ...Don Sleeper ......345-1197

Conservation ............... David McKinney

Web Master:
Don Sleeper and Richard Wilkerson

Fly Tying................................. Terry Mich

Newsletter Editor
Scott Sleeper .............. 899-9856

Proofreader
Ray Narbaitz ............... 894-5220 
tytline@sbcglobal.net

CAF WEBPAGE
http://chicoareaflyfishers.org

FISHING REPORTS
www.fishfirst.com

Change of address?
Not receiving newsletter?
Contact
Don Sleeper ................... 345-1197

LOCAL GUIDES

Ron Leger 
Custom Fish Carvings
530-343-5191
rlegerfishcarvings@gmail.com
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Miller & Dean 
Real Estate Team
Coldwell Banker  
Dufour Realty

530.570.1184


